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A powder release agent for printed concrete.
STORAGE CONDITIONS
DEFINITION
 One year in its original packs stored at
Novo Color Release a chemicals powder used as
favorable conditions transport.
a release agent for use a printed concrete to easy
 Do not store in direct sunlight.
remove mould and to achieve a clean release.
PACKING
USES
 Packs 15 kg
It is designed to be used on printed concrete floors
to easily remove stamps and to achieve a cleanPRECAUTIONS & SAFETY
release.
 Novo Color Release is non-toxic. Any
splashes to the skin should be washed
ADVANTAGES
immediately with Water.
1. Better release properties.
 Splashes to the eyes should be washed
2. Non-staining.
immediately with water and medical advice
3. Does not affect cement hydration.
should be sought.
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES @ 25 C°
 Wear a face mask against dust if there is a
heavy dust development.
 Do not dispose of into water of soil but
As color hardener
Color
according to Local regulations.
2
Specific Gravity
 Non - hazardous, no problems during
Nil
Chloride content
Transport.
6 – 8 m2 / Kg
Theoretical Coverage
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
 NovoChem Provides the Construction
DIRECTION OF USE
industry with a comprehensive range of
Application:
construction chemicals and specialty
 Upon completing final troweling of integral
colored or color hardened concrete, apply a light
products answering the queries of modem
even coat of Concrete Release Agent over the area
engineers for trouble free durable structure
to be imprinted.
 Allow bleed Water to dissipate before broadcasting  NovoChem designs tailor made products.
Release Agent on surface.
should their critical application that requires
 Release Agent shall be applied in one or more
specific properties rather than our main
broadcasts.
range.
Use “hand” or dry calcimine brush broadcast method,
applying evenly and consistently. It is generally  For our customers satisfaction, NovoChem
recommended that the Release Agent is a complimentary
extends technical services to include after
contrasting color, usually darker than the concrete. Do not
sales support to assist users in a proper
add water to surface while imprinting over Release Agent.
handling of our products.
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